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Discovery of MW-sized, Ultra-Diffuse Galaxies (UDGs)
Large Low Surface Brightness Galaxies
Dragonfly Telephoto Array
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Figure 1. Main panel: spatial distribution of the newly discovered galaxies, projected on a color image of the Coma cluster created from the

Dragonfly g and r images. Only the 2.◦ 86 × 2.◦ 90 area that is covered by CFHT imaging is shown. Panels at right: typical examples of the
galaxies, spanning a range in brightness.

Coma
cluster: Rvirial ~1.7deg ~2.8Mpc
Fig. 1. The galaxies are clearly detected but barely resolved

stars and galaxies, that are single objects at the Dragonfly resolution. We removed most of these by requiring that there
′′

in the Dragonfly data, and very faint, fuzzy blobs in the CFHT

Members of the Coma cluster? - Probably
As large as MW in size, but only 1/100-1/1,000 of MW’s stellar mass
van Dokkum et al. 2015a

re~1.5-4.5 kpc
μ0(g)~24-26 mag/arcsec2

re=1.5kpc
(resolution limit)

Figure 3. Main panel: Location of the newly found galaxies in the effective radius – central surface brightness plane, compared to galaxies at

How do they survive in the strong tidal field of Coma?
Ultra Dark Matter-rich Galaxies?
van Dokkum et al. 2015a
(see Penny et al. 2009)

How do these puffy galaxies
→ Massive Dark Halos?
survive in the cluster’s tidal field?
The Coma center:
0.89° x0.70° (1.6Mpc x 1.2Mpc)

For survival in tidal force

mtotal

⎛ rtide ⎞
> 3M cluster ⎜
⎝ Rcluster ⎟⎠
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rtide = 2re = 6kpc
Rcluster = 300kpc

Cluster mass model from
Newman et al. (2013)

UDGs avoiding
the central 300 kpc

mDM / mtotal > 98%

Spectroscopic Confirmation of Membership
Keck LRIS spectroscopy of one Dragonfly UDG (mg=19.4)

hysical Journal Letters, 804:L26 (5pp), 2015 May 1

van Dok

Figure 1. Imaging of DF 44. Location of DF 44 with respect to neighboring galaxies ((a); CFHT image) and with respect to the center
Dragonﬂy discovery imaging). Panels (c) and (d) show the newly obtained Keck LRIS V-band image, before and after adaptive smoothin
the best-ﬁtting single component GALFIT model (Peng et al. 2002) and the residual after subtracting this model from (d).

and the gold-coated 1200 lines mm−1 grating blazed at
9000 Å in the red arm. With a 1″.5 wide long slit, this
conﬁguration gives a spectral resolution of σinstr = 2.5 Å in the
blue and σinstr = 0.85 Å in the red, corresponding to 170 km s−1 at
λ = 4500 Å and 30 km s−1 at λ = 8500 Å. The slit was
approximately aligned with the major axis of the galaxy. The
total integration time was 5400 s, divided over six exposures. The
galaxy was moved along the slit in between exposures.
The blue and red spectra were reduced using standard
techniques for long slit spectroscopy (see, e.g., van Dokkum &
Conroy 2012 for an example using a similar instrumental setup
as employed here). Sky OH emission lines were used for
wavelength calibration and rectiﬁcation in the red. In the blue,
an arc spectrum taken immediately after the science exposures
was used for this purpose. The wavelength coverage was
3065–5560 Å in the blue and 7590–9220 Å in the red. Sky
subtraction was done by ﬁtting a linear function in the spatial
direction. The galaxy was masked in the ﬁt. One-dimensional
(1D) spectra were extracted by summing rows in the twodimensional spectra. The extraction regions are ≈11″ and
correspond approximately to the rows where the ﬂux is at least
30 % of the peak. Extraction with optimal weighting, or using a

smaller or larger aperture, does not impro
1D spectrum. A relative ﬂux calibration
observations of the spectrophotometric
(Hamuy et al. 1992).
We also obtained V-band imaging of D
arm of LRIS. A total of 1080 s was ob
nights, distributed over six dithered 180 s
were reduced using standard technique
domeﬂat, a sky ﬂat was used to correct fo
in the background. As the galaxy was im
regions of the detector, the sky ﬂat was
science exposures themselves. The FWHM
combined image is 1″.0. The image was ca
g and r photometry of stars in the DF 44
0.52(g − r) − 0.03 (Jester et al. 2005).

3. REDSHIFT MEASUREM

The LRIS spectrum of DF 44 is shown
blue side spectrum is shown, as the red spec
S/N per resolution element. No absolut
spectrum was attempted, but the relative
wavelength is correct to ∼10% (as determin
2

ectrum of DF 44, obtained in 5400 s with LRIS on the Keck I telescope. Top panel: two-dimensional spectrum. The left axis indicates the po
seconds. Bottom panel: one-dimensional spectrum, extracted from the 2D spectrum (black line). The spectrum was smoothed with a 4.6 Å bo
van Dokkum et al. 2015b
hows the smoothed best-ﬁtting model spectrum. The galaxy has an early-type spectrum and a redshift of cz=6280±120 km s−1. The histo
he redshift distribution of Coma, from Mobasher et al. (2001). The red line marks the redshift of DF 44.

Quick inspection of Subaru data in hand
Similar galaxies very abundant

The Astrophysical Journal Letters, 807:L2 (6pp), 2015 July 1
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6’x6’ region

Yagi et al. 2010
Yamanoi et al. 2012
Koda et al. 2015
Figure 2. Subaru BRi color image of the 6
6 region ( 170 170 kpc2 region at d 97.7 Mpc ), shown in cyan in Figure 1(a). The Dragonﬂy and Subaru
UDGs are marked respectively with yellow and green circles with a diameter of 20 ( 9.5 kpc ).

Dragonfly UDG vs Subaru UDG

Subaru Archival Data
Supreme-Cam
(Subaru Prime Focus Camera)
FOV: 34x27 arcmin2

Okabe et al. 2014; Koda et al. 2015

The Astrophysical Journal Letters, 807:L2 (6pp), 2015 July 1

White: R-band
Yellow: B, R, i, Hα
Red: B, R
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Figure 1. The 2 . 86 2 . 90 ( 4.87 4.94 Mpc ) area centered on the Coma cluster, the s
Reduced using a larger
grid (51.7”) for sky subtraction
Digitized Sky Survey. The white borders show the 18 ﬁelds covered in the Subaru R band (O

of the Dragonﬂy coverage. Red indicates the area analyzed by Yamanoi et al. (2012). Yello
Hα, i bands. Cyan indicates the area in Figure 2. The center of the cluster ( J2000 , J2000 ) =

Identification - Tuned parameters to find all Dragonfly UDGs

•
•

SExtractor

•

Constraints on R-mag and size

•
•

•

Detection threshold of 27.3 mag arcsec-2

•
•
•

FLAGS < 4
PETRO_RADIUS>0
2,627,495 candidates (~30% overlap regions of adjacent frames)

•
•
•

18 < MAG_AUTO < 26
FWHM(Gaussian) > 4” (~1.9kpc)
7362 candidates

•
•
•
•

Large: re>1.5” (~0.7kpc)
Low surface brightness: <µ(re)> > 24
Not centrally-concentrated: µ(re)-<µ(re)> < 0.8
1779 candidates

•
•

Optical ghosts & image edges
Tidal tails & galaxy blending

Remove spurious detections -astronomical objects should have

Stellar halos

Tidal tail of
larger galaxy

UDGs should have

Eye-based removal

•

854 objects

Edge-on disks

Small peaks on
outskirts of
bright objects

Subaru UDGs
854 found (132 shown here)

(a)
All
Median : 0.83
Average: 0.88
Std.dev: 0.30

Internal Structures
GALFIT → Round, smooth, exponential, not disturbed
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re>1.5kpc
Median : 0.91
Average: 0.99
Std.dev: 0.34

Koda et al.

(b)

(a)
All
Median : 0.83
Average: 0.88
Std.dev: 0.30

All
Median : 0.74
Average: 0.72
Std.dev: 0.16

re>1.5kpc
Median : 0.91
Average: 0.99
Std.dev: 0.34

re>1.5kpc
Median : 0.71
Average: 0.69
Std.dev: 0.16
1

(d)
Figure 3. Examples of GALFIT results drawn from the groups of largest-size UDGs, lowest surface-brightness UDGs, and nucleated UDGs.
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(b)
All
Median : 0.83
Average: 0.88
Std.dev: 0.30

All
Median : 0.74
Average: 0.72
Std.dev: 0.16

re>1.5kpc
Median : 0.91
Average: 0.99
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re>1.5kpc
Median : 0.71
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(c)
All
Median : 24.5
Average: 24.6
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Axis ratio

e

Size-Luminosity

Subaru UDGs
Dragonfly UDGs

Ellipticals

Komiyama et al. 2002

re~1-5 kpc
μe(r)~25-28 mag/arcsec2

Koda et al. 2015b
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UDGs along the Red-Sequence
Passively-evolving stellar population
Koda et al.

Green
Subaru UDGs with B & R
measurements
Red & Blue
Objects in the field of
Coma, including
background objects.
Figure 5. Color–magnitude diagram using B and R band photometry. The
green points are 232 UDGs observed both in B and R with Subaru (the
Dragonﬂy UDGs are circled), and the red and blue are red and blue galaxies
taken from the Coma1 ﬁeld of Yamanoi et al. (2012) which includes cluster
Koda et al. 2015b
members as well as background galaxies. Due to saturation, most giant galaxies

Spatial Distribution in the Coma cluster
Centrally-concentrated and relaxed
→ Majority - very likely long-time Coma cluster members

s, 807:L2 (6pp), 2015 July 1

Koda et al.

4.94 Mpc2 ) area centered on the Coma cluster, the same area as in Figure 1 of van Dokkum et al. (2015a). (a) Image from the
et al.in2015
show the 18Koda
ﬁelds covered
the Subaru R band (Okabe et al. 2014), which have the total area of 4.1degree2 , about one-half
s the area analyzed by Yamanoi et al. (2012). Yellow outlines the area analyzed by Yagi et al. (2010) using the Subaru B, R,

32

Radial Distribution in the Coma
Yagi et al. cluster
Follows the distribution of normal galaxies in Coma
UDGs
Normal galaxies

Normal galaxies from SDSS
• r<16mag (Mr<-19)

• 0.015<z<0.030

F IG . 26.— Surface density profile of Subaru UDGs in black dots. The errorbars show Poisson error. Red crosses show the surface den
galaxies of Coma cluster selected from SDSS DR12 with offset of +0.5 dex for comparison with that of Subaru UDGs.

Yagi et al. 2016

Survival in the Tidal Field of the Coma cluster
Ultra Dark matter-rich Galaxies?
We found

11 Subaru UDGs

For survival in tidal force

mtotal

⎛ rtide ⎞
> 3M cluster ⎜
⎟
⎝ Rcluster ⎠

3

rtide = 2re = 6kpc
Rcluster = 300pc

Cluster mass model from
Newman et al. (2013)

mDM / mtotal > 98%
van Dokkum et al. 2015a

within Rcluster=5’ (140kpc)

→ Ultra Dark Galaxies?
How do they form?
Baryon fraction much less than
the Cosmic average (~15%)
→ Gas removed

• galactic wind?
• ram-pressure?
• tidal-interaction?
• starvation?

UDGs in Previous Catalogs?

Their Cores -YES; Whole extents - NO

They were cataloged as small galaxies

•

Adami et al. (2006a,b)’s study
248 out of 309 Subaru UDGs in their field
Only 11 out of the 248 classified as LSB galaxies
11 out of 12 Dragonfly UDGs in their field

•
•

•

•

Yamanoi et al. (2012)’s study
232 out of 240 Subaru UDGs in their field

•

UDGs in Other
Environments

Virgo cluster

The Astrophysical Journal Letters, 809:L21 (7pp), 2015 August 20

Mihos et al.

Mihos et al. 2015

• Clusters
•
•
•
•

Virgo - Mihos et al. 2015
Fornax - Munoz et al. 2015
8 Abell clusters - van der Burg et al. 2016
Pisces-Perseus - Martinez-Delgado et al. 2016

UDGs in group environments

Figure 1. Optical imaging of the Virgo LSBs, with north up and east to the left. The leftmost panel shows objects’ locations within the full footprint of the Burrell
Schmidt imaging survey, while the middle panels show the Schmidt imaging both at full resolution, and masked and rebinned to show faint structure. The rightmost
panels show the NGVS imaging smoothed to 1″ resolution.

telescope (Mihos et al. 2005 and J. C. Mihos et al. 2015,
in preparation). This survey covers 15.1 (16.3) degree2
down to a per-pixel limiting surface brightness of 29.0
(28.5) mag arcsec−2 in B (V) with a pixel scale of 1″. 45 pixel−1.
Throughout the imaging a myriad of small LSB objects can be
seen; however, our interest here was to ﬁnd the most extreme
objects with isophotal sizes of RV,29 1′ and central surface
26.5. Because objects at such LSB and
brightnesses mV,0
large angular size typically contain many compact, high surface
brightness contaminants (foreground stars and background
galaxies), automated detection algorithms are extraordinarily
difﬁcult to employ, and often miss true objects while making
false detections due to instrumental noise, scattered light, or
diffuse galactic cirrus. Rather than using automated detection,
two of us (J.C.M. & J.J.F.) each made visual searches of the
imaging, independently identifying three of these extreme
LSBs—two in the Virgo cluster core, approximately halfway
between M87 and M86, and a third 2° south of M87, toward
the M49 subcluster. Subsequent inspection of the deep NGVS
imaging (Ferrarese et al. 2012) conﬁrms all objects, providing
deep u*giz data9 with sub-arcsecond seeing.
Figure 1 shows the deep Burrell Schmidt and NGVS
imaging of our extreme Virgo LSBs. The right panel shows the
location of the objects within Virgo, taken from from Mihos

et al. in preparation. The middle panels show the Schmidt
imaging both at full resolution, and after masking discrete
sources and median ﬁltering in 9 × 9 pixel (13″ × 13″) scales.
The rightmost panels show expanded views of the NGVS
imaging, similarly processed to 1″ pixel−1 scales. The objects
are clearly visible in both data sets. While this paper focuses on
the largest LSB objects, many more smaller objects exist
throughout Virgo; one example can be seen in the middle
panels directly east (left) of VLSB-A: a small LSB galaxy
originally identiﬁed in NGVS imaging (Figure 15 of Ferrarese
et al. 2012).
To extract surface brightness proﬁles of these sources, we
ﬁrst use IRAF’s objmasks task to mask the brightest of the
compact sources in and around each object. The sources are
likely background contaminants; NGVS imaging resolves
many of them into background galaxies, and we detect no
excess of compact sources over the surrounding ﬁeld in either
VLSB-A or -C (VLSB-B does appear to have a slight excess,
discussed in Section 3). We then calculate surface brightness
proﬁles using both the average and median pixel intensities as a
function of radius (Figure 2). Using an average includes the
light from the fainter unmasked sources, while a median
essentially traces the diffuse light alone. We ﬁt Sersic models to
the median surface brightness proﬁles; the ﬁts are shown in
Figure 2, and the derived structural parameters given in
Table 1. Ellipticity estimates for VLSB-B and -C come from
GALFIT modeling; VLSB-A is too low in surface brightness to

NGC5485 group

• Groups

Merritt et al. 2016

• NGC253 - Toloba et al. 2016
• NGC3413, NGC5371 - Makarov et al. 2015
• NGC5485 - Merritt et al. 2016

• Large scale structures
• Roman & Trujillo 2016

9

All magnitudes have been corrected for foreground extinction (Schlegel
et al. 1998), and NGVS magnitudes are given in the CFHT MegaCam system.
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UDGs in Clusters & Field from previous LSB studies
Compilation by Yagi - see Yagi et al. (2016) for details and notes

Publication
Environment
#
Criterion (re>1.5kpc)
————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————Sandage & Binggeli (1984)
Virgo Cluster
20
μ0 >25 B(Vega)
Impey et al. (1988)
Virgo Cluster
11
μ0 >24 V(Vega)
Impey et al. (1988)
Virgo Cluster
5
μ0 >24.5 B(Vega)
Binggeli & Jerjen (1998)
Virgo Cluster
6
μ0 >24.5 B(Vega)
Davies et al. (1988)
Abell 1367
1
μ0 =26.2 R(Vega)
Binggeli & Cameron (1993)
Virgo Cluster
8
μ0 >24.5 B(Vega)
Bergmann et al. (2003)
Pegasus Cluster
1
μ0 >24.5 B(Vega)
Gavazzi et al. (2005)
Virgo Cluster
11
μ0 >24.5 B(Vega)
Misgeld et al. (2008)
Hydra I Cluster
1
μ0 =24 V
McConnachie (2012)
Local Group
2
μ0 >24 V
Buzzoni et al. (2012)
NGC5044 Group
3
μ0 >24 g or μ0 > 24 V
Lieder et al. (2012)
Virgo Cluster
3
<μ(re)> >24.5V
Mihos et al. (2015)
Virgo Cluster
3
μ0 > 27V
Munoz et al. (2015)
Fornax Cluster
6
<μ(re)> >24 i
Makarov et al. (2015)
NGC3414 Group
1
μ0 >23.5 V
Makarov et al. (2015)
NGC5371 Group
1
μ0 >23.5 V
van Dokkum et al. (2015a)
Coma Cluster
47
μ0 >24 g
Our study
Coma Cluster
271
More in recent astro-ph
————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————Bothun et al. (1987)
Field
1
Malin 1
McGaugh & Bothun (1994)
Field
1
μ0 >24.47 B(Vega)
Impey et al. (1996)
Field
8
μ0 >24 B(Vega)
Dalcanton et al. (1997)
Field
3
μ0 >24 V
Kniazev et al. (2004)
Field
5
μ0 >24.5 B
Hunter & Elmegreen (2006)
Field
6
μ0 >24 V
————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————-

How did they form? — two possible origin suggested.
Failed M✴ Galaxies - Little baryon in MW-mass halo (van Dokkum et al. 2015)

•
•

Ram-pressure stripping (Yozin & Bekki 2015)
Galaxy collisions (Baushev 2016)

External mechanisms

Environmental dependence?

Extreme Dwarf Galaxies

•
•

High spin tail of galaxies in ΛCDM (Amorisco & Loeb 2016)

Extremely prolonged stellar feedback (di Ciento et al. 2016)

Internal mechanisms
NO/LITTLE Environmental dependence?

Mixture of the two or more populations? (Merritt et al. 2016)

Measurements of Kinematics

Failed M✴ Galaxies?

7 globular clusters around VCC1287 in Virgo (Beasley et al. 2016)
within 8.1kpc
σ = 33+16
−10 km/s

M dyn (< 8.1kpc) = 4.5 ± 2.8 × 10 9 M sun
comparison
with simulations

M 200 ∼ 8 × 1010 M sun
Hα absorption in Dragonfly 44 with Keck (van Dokkum et al. 2016)
The Astrophysical Journal Letters, 828:L6 (6pp), 2016 September 1

σ = 47 +8
−6 km/s
10
M dyn (< r1/2 ) = 0.7 +0.3
×
10
M sun
−0.2
r1/2 = 4.6 ± 0.2kpc

NFW profile

M

tot
dyn

∼ 10 M sun (like MW halo)
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Caveat (Intrinsic FWHM)
F-star: ~500km/s
A-star: ~1,000km/s

Figure 2. Deep (33.5 hr) spectrum of Dragonﬂy44 obtained with DEIMOS on
the Keck II telescope. The top panel shows the 2D spectrum. The main panel is
the collapsed 1D spectrum, with the 1s uncertainties indicated in gray. A

Failed M✴ Galaxies? Extreme Dwarfs?

Globular Cluster Counts
Using the Mhalo-MGCs (NGC) relation

•

•

Massive halos

•
•

V1287 in Virgo (Beasley et al. 2016a)
Dragonfly 44 (van Dokkum et al. 2016)

Dwarf-mass halos

•
•

Dragonfly 17 (Peng & Lim 2016; Beasley et al. 2016b)
Subaru UDGs (Amorisco, Monachesi & White 2016)

External Perturbation

Intrinsic Shape from Statistical Analysis ➡ Prolate
Model vs Obs

Axis ratio
Intrinsic: β=c/a
Random projections
Apparent: q

Oblate model
overpredicts
round UDGs
Observations

Model

β=0.3

β=0.6

Oblate

Prolate model
explains obs.
Observations
Prolate

Prolate
➡ Anisotropic vel dispersion
➡ Interactions?

Burkert 2016

Environmental Dependence

Preferentially Oriented toward Cluster Center
b/a<0.85 → 564 UDGs
φ
φ = angle w.r.t the direction toward the cluster center
Cluster center

Number

Entire cluster

Outer >1.3 Mpc - random orientation

Middle: 1.3>R>0.7 Mpc

Inner <0.7 Mpc - toward center
Two-bin test: φ<45 vs φ>=45
—> p-value~0.04% for random orientations
No alignment detected for normal galaxies in
our analysis of SDSS DR7.

Yagi et al. 2016

No Environmental Dependence?

(# of UDGs) ∝ (Cluster mass)

Consistent analysis of 8 Abell clusters (van der Burg et al. 2016)
+ Several other measurements (caveat: heterogeneous selection criteria)
SB ~>1-2 mag brighter than Subaru UDGs

van der Burg et al. 2016
Roman & Trujillo et al. 2016

Need larger sample, variety of environments, consistent analysis

Environmental Dependence
Subaru/HSC Imaging of clusters

Hyper Suprime-Cam
FoV~1.5degree

Environmental Dependence
Subaru/HSC Imaging of clusters

8 clusters observed in r-band

The Coma Cluster
HSC 7-point mosaic

Virial diameter ~ 2.6deg (4.2Mpc)

UDGs in Coma by HSC

• Census of UDGs including the
faintest, most fragile UDGs
• Environmental dependence
• between clusters
• centers to beyond viral radii
• Detections of surrounding GCs
• Connections to normal & dwarf
galaxies in param. space

A1367
A779

~ 0.9deg (1.4Mpc)

A634

Virial diameter ~ 2.3deg (3.7Mpc)

+ 4 more clusters observed
~ 0.9deg (1.7Mpc)

•

•
•

•

Internal properties

•
•
•

Summary: UDGs

As large as MW, but 1/100-1/1,000 of MW’s stellar mass
Round, smooth, exponential, not disturbed
Red-sequence, passively-evolving stellar population

Distribution in the Coma cluster

•

Symmetric around the cluster center, similar to normal galaxies

Failed M✴ galaxies? or Extreme dwarfs?

•
•
•
•

Velocity dispersion measurements — Failed M✴?
Globular cluster counts — Failed M✴? or Extreme dwarfs?
Prolate shapes — External perturbations?
Preferentially oriented toward the cluster center — External perturbations?

New Subaru HSC survey of local clusters of galaxies

•
•

Census including faintest, most fragile UDGs
Larger sample, variety of environments, and consistent analysis

